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breath. Wu-Kuei Ancestors are even known to feed on 
the spirit-world itself, drawing Chi from temples and holy 
sites rather than from individuals. Yang oriented 
Kuei-jin become Unliving scarlet predators, 
ravenous for passion, sex, food, fl esh and 
blood, walking the twilight edges of 
the mortal world. Yin Kuei-jin become 
Dead grey corpse creatures, Ch`ing 
Shih; cold and detached fi ends that 
trek with ghosts, emerging only in 
the deepest hours of night to feed 
on rot. Kuei-jin that follow the 
narrow path of balance retain their 
Chih-mei’s Undead nature, aloof 
but engaged and mostly keeping the 
company of other Kindred. In addition 
to these distinctions, the Kuei-jin 
generally follow one of the fi ve orthodox 
Dharma’s (Paths of Identity) and the 
regional Kuei-jin Courts each favor a 
different set of Wan-Kuei Disciplines, 
often transformative in their own right.  
In this way, the Chih-mei transforms into 
one of several different Kindred creatures, each 
like a Bloodline unto itself within the Eastern 
family of Kindred. 

While the Devil Tiger’s favor the Ghost-Flame Shintia 
Discipline, becoming wicked spirit-goblins, the 
Resplendent Cranes favor the Blood Shintia 
Discipline and the Soul arts, becoming fl owing 
scarlet masters, the Bone Flowers naturally favor 
the Bone Shintia Discipline and the Trashing 

Dragons practice the Flesh Shintia 
Discipline, becoming writhing fl eshy 

Penangallan.

- All Chih-mei are Revenants, having 
risen from the grave without aid of the 

Embrace.

- Chih-mei are Undead creatures by 
nature. They reconstitute rather than 
regenerating, cannot grow their hair and 
return to their state of body at the time of 
their resurrection. Despite this condition, 

Kuei-jin can and sometimes do resurrect 
with the “fl esh of the Grave” fl aw, as well 

as being vulnerable to the “Immortal Wound” 
Flaw.
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Wu-Pinyin [Disciplines]
Dharma
The Wan-Kuei Discipline of self refi nement and 
elevation, raising a Kuei-Jin’s Blood Inherancy, 
allowing them to sense and distiguish Yin and Yang 
Chi and permitting them to feed on ever more fi ne 
and rarifi ed sources of Chi. Dharma is developed 
in tandem with a Kuei-Jin’s Path of Identity, and 
degeneration of a Kuei-JIn’s Hun (Self) prevents 
attaining higher levels of Dharma. A Kuei-Jin 
cannot attain a level of Dharma higher than 
their current Hun (Path Score).

Shintia
The four elemental Disciplines by which a Kuei-
Jin focuses Chi through their body, transforming 
themselves  into various supernatural forms.

Chi Arts
The Disciplines of manipulating the Chi within and 
the ambiant Chi of an area, fi nely adjusting ones 
inner balance, channeling Yin or Yang energy into 
startalling effects or warping the fabric of reality.

Soul Arts
The Disciplines of channeling and mastering 
the elements of the Kindred spirit; Hun and P`o. 
Through Soul Arts, a Kuei-Jin can subjegate their 
own Po and the Po of others, invoke the othority 
of their superior Hun or focus the elements of their 
own soul to accomplish feets of incredible personal 
strength.

Demon Arts
Kuei-jin develope and can refi ne the seithing 
power of the P`o. The Demon Arts yoke the power 
of the P`o and cannot be raised hgher than a Kuei-
Jin’s P`o rating, in the same fashion that a Dharma 
cannot be raised higher than a Kuei-jin’s Hun 
rating. The voracious power of the inner demon 
manifests in the Kuei-Jin’s body, fi rst manifesting 
in the manifestation of fangs, but can be cultivated 
and indulged to transform their entire body into an 
ever developing demon form, and the Po’s ferocity 
can grant superhuman speed and unnatural grace.

Chih-mei Curse
Kuei-Jin are Thin-Blooded, having an effective 
Blood Inherency of zero (14th Generation) upon 
their resurection. They cannot Embrace others (the 
Embrace always fails), cannot make Ghouls and 
their blood does not produce Blood-Bonds.
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The Others
Other Bloolines of Kindred have existed in the past, and 
roomers persist of strange Kindred even in the modern nights. 
Though many of them may be myth, those that were in fact 
real, often met their extinction at the Diablarizing fangs of 
invading Kindred or lead diffi cult unlives evading the savage 
claws and teath of the Lupines or 
other shapeshifters on the fringes of 
the wild.

Einherjar
An ancient line of barbarian warrior 
godlings, the Einherjar claimed to tbe 
the children of Odin Sky-Father, Chief 
fo the warrior gods, and Hel, the Black 
Mystress of the Underworld. The 
Einherjar believed themselves to have each to have,  upon 
death, enterred Vallhalla, the great hall of the Sky-Father. They 
say they were among the worriors who’d been chosen by Odin  
to persist as divine ancestors, the All-Father’s personal army, 
the Immortal Guard. All-Father chooses only those worriors 
slane in glorois battle, and from those only the Fearless, the 
most Valorous, the Greatest and  most trancendant Warriors, 
as his own people.  But the Einherjar had only ferocity and 
bloodlust, and so they were cast down to earth again in a 
perpetual trial from which they were to learn loyalty and 
honor, wisdom and greateness. The goddes of death- Hel, aslo 
layed claim to the Einherjar for their failure to have yet attain 
Valhalla; Hel is the black  queen of the barron Pit benieth 
the World where the shades of cowards, criminals and dregs 
perpetuate as demonic slaves,  and her pull on the Einherjar 
has made them Undead, part monster. They beleived their 
trial on earth dettermined what they became, a demigod 
or demon and ultimatly where their soul was destined for. 
While the Immortal Guard was said to stand in the company 
of angelic Valkilrys and Heros of Legend, the Kindred of 
the  Einharjar Bloodline simply tried to evade the Lupine 
brood of Feneris the wolf-god and hybernat through the long 

days of the summer 
only to awaken in 
terrible frenzied 
agression through 
the cold long night of 
winter. According to 
the account of 12th 
century mercinary, 
Inan the of Denmark, 
while in an active cycle 
the Einherjar burned 
Vitae just to keep from 

freezing solid. They kept on the move and constantly saught 
battle; While some championed the ritious on the mortal 
battle frield others simply fell upon near by villages in raids, 
ravagin alternating villages for blood every ten to fi fteen 
years.  Through the winter, the Einherjar moved from one 
bolt-hole haven to another, collecting a stash or treatrue, the 
loot and tropies of the ages, as well as a weapons cash. The 
The Account of Prince Akiva, describes them as a kind of 
Brujah-Gangrel hybrid, a “Vyking” vampire. Shortly after 

this accounting, it is said, the last of 
the always rare Einherjar met the fi nal 
death.

The Oblicci
The Oblicci were and  ancient 
Bloodline of Vampries that stalked te 
halls of the Mediterianin empires of 
Carthage, Greece and Rome; Cold 

statuesque ancestors that haunted the mind and meories of 
the people, syphoning knowledge and demaning tributs of 
blood sacrafi ce, the Oblicci were known as the epitomal 
Kindred Scholars, and are held to have been the architects of 
the Invictus democracy of Kindred.  This mystic Bloodline 
of Vampire disapeared in the days of the Roman Republic, 
and are hardly rememberred by their Brujah and Ventrue 
simblings. The documents bearing their names have been 
destroyed or lost, and by the third century AD, the only 
refferrences to them simply called them Oblicci, litterally -the 
forgotten; and irony considering their memory manipulating 
Discipline of Momorium.

Laibon
The Setites and Assamites can both tell tail of the long 
forgotten Kindred of the sparce tropical city-states of Africa, 
the Laibon. The Laibon were feral wanderrers and bizzar 
shape-changers- sometimes appearing as humans and at 
other times revealing hooks or a great maw. Laibon were  a 
Kindred species that destiguished themsevles by what legacy 
they followed. Further, 
the Laibon followed a 
dual Path of Identity, one 
to goern their sense of 
self, the other to govern 
the supernatural beast 
within. The Laibon were 
hounded and dispised, 
not only by the Sun, but 
by the Beast Court of the 
Lion- leaving them few 
in number even in their 
hay-day. Beleived on the 
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vergue of extinction in the Dark Ages, if any Laibon servive 
intot he modern nights, they have remaind hidden.

Tlacique
A Bloodline that arose in the toltec cities of meso-ameria, 
the Tlacique are a species of Kindred that bred disease and 
demanded sacrafi ce among the great pyramid building 
peoples of the Aztecs, Mayans and Incans. Although the 
other Kindred have all but forgotten them, the children of 
Tezcatlipoca have not forgotten those who invaded 
their home—and they’ve certainly never 
forgiven them.
Kindred who came to Mexico with the 
Conquistadors found that the cities of 
the New World—far larger and more 
prosperous then they’d expected from 
“barbarous heathens”--hosted an active 
population of native vampires, the Tlacique. 
They claimed descent from Tezcatlipoca, the 
Jaguar, god of night, mirrors, smoke and black 
magic. They ruled openly, in a fashion not seen since 
Carthage, in small family groups called cliques. The 
Nahualli and Pinoshob, Tlacique blood sorcerers, removed 
the hearts of sacrifi ces atop the great pyramids and drank 
of their blood. The Tlacique proclaimed themselves gods, 
and their people worship them.
The Camarilla could have claimed a great ally, for the 
natives treated the Spaniards as honored guests, and the 
Tlacique were happy to negotiate with the foreign Kindred. 
And negotiate they did—until smallpox devastated their 
people and the Conquistadors plundered their cities 
and plunged their worshippers into near slavery. This 
was hardly the fault of the European Kindred; mortal 
greed, not Kindred infl uence, steered the course of the 
Spanish explorers. But the Tlacique, who ruled their own 
people, could not conceive that the Europeans did things 
differently. If the newcomers oppressed the natives, it 
must be so because the Camarilla Kindred wished it so.
The Tlacique learned that they could not confront the 
newcomers alone. They had learned, however, of another 
faction of Kindred, newly arrived from 
Europe, a sect that counted the Camarilla 
among its enemies. The Tlacique allied with 
the struggling Sabbat.

This alliance lasted only as long it 
took to drive the Camarilla from 
Mexico. The Tlacique soon realized that 
the Sabbat exalted violence. The Tlacique 
had innumerable bloody traditions and 
rituals, but the Black Hand was all form 
with no meaning; their enthusiasm for adopting 

the Tlacique’s rites was rooted in sadism, not faith. Their 
erstwhile allies were more depraved and more dangerous 
than the Camarilla Kindred they’d driven from their lands.
The Tlacique battled the Sabbat in turn—and lost 
miserably. The Sabbat all but eliminated the outnumbered 
natives and diablerized their elders. The few surviving 
Tlacique scattered to distant communities. The Black 
Hand thought them dead and gone; the Camarilla forgot 
them in the face of Sabbat aggression. The Tlacique 
became an obscure legend in the lands they once ruled.

After four centuries of hiding, that “legend” is 
vengeful and hungry. Perhaps fewer than a 

few score Tlacique exist tonight, hidden 
throughout South and Central America 
and the southwestern US. Slowly, they 
reestablish lines of communication. 
For the fi rst time, they work together 

as a unifi ed bloodline. They seek the 
resting places of those slumbering elders 

the Sabbat missed in their purge. They launch 
guerrilla assaults on Sabbat enclaves, determined 

to take back their stolen homelands. The Sabbat is again at 
war—they just haven’t yet fi gured out with whom.
The Tlacique practice two forms of vampiric mystesism; 
Blood magic, called Nahuallotl and Ghost magic called 
Poshino. Nahuallotl is a form of religious blood sorcery 
practiced by the Tlacique. It is based on offering sacrifi ces 
of blood and hearts to the Aztec gods, who must be given 
daily sacrifi ces in order to keep the sun alive and prevent 
the end of the world. Where as Poshino revolves around 
enlsaving the spririts of the restless dead into service to 
the Pinoshab sourceror as their god.

The Kyasid
A straing legend to come out of the Mideaval superstitions 
of Europe; the Kyasid were said to be Kindred changed by 
the Fae into towering, lumanecent blue-skined creatures. 
These oddling straingers were more a Kindred myth than 
a Bloodline, though, if there did exist, they stood at the 
moonlite precipus of entrance into the realm of the Fae; 

Arcadia. Generally, when Kindred still 
beleived in them, the Immortal Fae Folk 

dispised and beguilded the Kindred as 
fallen pariahs, staying just out of sight 
and denying the undead entrance into 

the world of dreams. Kyasid were 
thought to be more Fae than Kindred, 

and as such, upheald the farie ban on 
the banal undead, remaining hidden and 

unkowable.
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Kindred
The Embraced
“I shall raise up the dead and they shall eat the living.
  I shall raise more dead those that live.”
 -the Akkadian inscription of Ishtar 

Though Vitae has many powerful mystic properties, 
the Blood Bond, its ability heal or harm, the power to 
Quicken the body, its greatest power is the ability to 
resurect the dead and grant Immortality; The Embrace 
was suposedly taught to Caine by demons, and through 
it, Kindred transform mortals into beings like themselves. 
The Embrace is a ritual of sorts, by which a mortal’s life 
is taken and replaced with the life-immortal. The standard 
form of Embrace involves draining a mortal of all her 
blood, and there on the virgue of death, feeding them even 
a bit of the Kindred’s own Vitae; If successful, the once-
mortal arises transformed into a Kindred creatures of the 
same line as their Sire, though with a Blood Legacy that 
is one step weaker. Though this is the basic form of the 
Embrace, many Bloodlines use veriants of this model:

Succubae bring their Childer-to-be to orgaismic bliss and 
a halucinogenic high through Presence and the Succubae 
Kiss, fi lling them animae and passion beyond their mortal 
tollerance, leading to a heart attack. Most Succubae 
bearly even noticed that when their heart stopped beating. 
Succubae never seem to really die durring their Embrace. 
Typcally they say that the fl owing Succubae Vitae and 
ecstacy of their Embrace both tranformed them into 
Immortals and awakened the urges and drives of the 
ravinous Beast within. Some even reached frenzy in the 
Becoming.

Vrykolaka, on the other hand, feed their Vitae to recently 
deceased corpses, often those who’ve fallen at the 
pestilencial touch of their soon-to-be Vrykolaka Sire. 
Vrykosians and SanGiovani traditionally lit candels at a 
shrine to the Chlder-to-be, some even had morners, all 
to strengthen and draw the Ghost of the departed back to 
their corpse for resurection.

Often, the blood that transformed an Assamite is the same 
blood that killed them. Ghul Djinn often offer their foul 
blood to chosen mortals as a test; Should the Childer-to-be 
drink the unclean liquid, it burns through them- ultimatly 
killing them and simoltaniously inhabbiting their body 
with its spirit (the Becoming).

Tremere usually transfer Vitae through Thaumaturgy, 
accompanied by the Auspex based Coven Bond, though 

the Elixer of Elder’s Blood is cerimonally drunken from a 
ritual Challace. Similarly the Salubri psychically transfer 
vital force in the Embrace. 

Tzimitce fl eshcrafters simply touch their own fl esh to their 
Childer-to-be and meld the two, consuming and infecting 
her Childer with her own Blood.

Nagaraja take a sojourn to the brink of the Great Unmaking 
as part of their Embrace, turning back by the power of 
their Sire’s Black Blood.

And, though they are not, strickly speaking, “Embraced,” 
Kuei-jin are said to be Embraced by the demonic Yama 
Kings.

The vast majority of Kindred in the world were Embraced 
into the vampiric conditions; And many Western Kindred 
think of it as the only means to immortality. That given, it 
is hardly a garunteed formula. Certainly, not all who are 
given the Embrace rise again. In fact, upon completion 
of the Embrace, the Story Teller should roll a Kindred’s 
Blood Potency at a diffi culty of 10 minus the Sire-to-be’s 
Legacy. To make this roll, a would-be-Sire must sacrafi ce 
one from their Blood Potency, and each additional Blood 
Potency sacrafi ced subtracts one from the diffi culty the 
roll faces. Even one success in enough to resurect their 
now-Childer into immortality. Failure means the Childer-
to-be simply dies. Kuei-jin always fail this roll, as do the 
Thin Blooded with no Legacy to speek of.

On the other hand, some Ancients are said to be so Potent 
that merely feeding from a mortal can be enough to grant 
them the Lagacy of the Kindred.

Revenants
“... all hope and freedom are in spite of death.” 
 -Paul Ricoeur

Not all that die, stay dead. Though most Kindred rise 
through the Embrace, there are those remarkable spirits 
that reanimate themselves- crawling back into their own 
body to rise from their grave through their own passions, 
will or destiny. Folk-lore from around the world tells us that 
Revenants return from the grave for passionate reasons- 
to seek revenge, protect their loved ones, fulfi l promises, 
or even consumate their love with their widow. However, 
some tales describe the resuruection of a Revenant hero as 
a sign of spiritual might, even divinity, often involving the 
escape from hell. A Revenant is one who has conqoured 
death, and in so doing just might be a savior-like diety. The 
Wan Kuei, Voivode and Abysial each tell us that Kindred 


